
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: 1 & 2nd Thessalonians: Church is a Verb	
Sermon Title: “Debate Theological Matters” 
Sermon Text: 1 Thessalonians 4:13-5:28 
Listener’s Journey: I want my listener to approach the big questions of religion and the human experience 
with a spirit of unquenchable curiosity about the questions and unwavering encouragement for one 
another across our different opinions about the big questions. 
	
	
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
On Friday I had a conversation with a First Covenant community member in which we discussed 
the complexity and travail that Christian religious institutions go through when wrestling with the 
larger questions of the human experience. They recalled a memory from a college class on 
religion in which their professor said something like, “Faith is enough for humans to live with God 
but not enough for us to live with each other, so we have theology.” As a pastor, I wish the word 
“theology” was a more positive word in our time. Augustine of Hippo, one of the most famous 
theologians in Western Christianity said, “Theology is reasoning or discussion concerning the 
Deity.”1 Sadly, much of Christian theology today is used as a weapon or a tool of division and 
diminishment of one Christian tradition over another, or one Christian against another, or 
Christians against non-Christians—rather than a means for thoughtful reasoning or discussion 
concerning the Creator of All Things.  

 
We are midway through our teaching series on the shorter New Testament letters of Paul to the 
Early Christian Church in the Roman Province of Thessalonica. We have called this series 
“Church is a Verb” and today’s topic, “Debate Theological Matters” is neither mentioned nor 
discussed in today’s Scripture. In fact, as the Scripture was being read you might have had the 
thought, “Paul didn’t mention debating theology once in this portion of his letter…did Pastor Dan 
submit the wrong title?” I chose this title not because of what’s in today’s text but, rather, 
because of how Christians throughout history have turned today’s text into an end times 
theological battle ground instead of interpreting it as a word of encouragement and hope from 
Paul to Christ followers of the Early Church. The mis-steps with today’s Scripture over the last 
two millennia are largely the result of a failure to recognize just how big the questions are 
surrounding the matter of “the end of all things.” And, also the failure of remembering that that 
this is one text written by one New Testament theological thinker who was one voice among 
many throughout the sweep of the entire Bible. 

 
We are going to explore the text briefly and yet because of the wasteland of controversy 
surrounding it, we need to consider a larger conversation. The larger conversation is about ways 
we can learn to approach the big questions of religion and the human experience with a spirit of 
unquenchable curiosity about the questions and unwavering encouragement for one another 
across our different opinions about the big questions. 
 
** 
 
Pastor Todd explained in the first sermon in this series that 1 Thessalonians is one of the 
earliest pieces of Christian literature written long before even the Gospels came into their final 
form. The letter reflects some of Paul’s pastoral concerns for the new church starts in Greece, 

																																																								
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theology#cite_note-Cityof-4 (accessed 6-9-18) 



including the passing of time and the passing away of the lives of Early Christians who were 
wondering and even growing anxious about when Jesus may be coming back to make 
everything right as he promised. And, those living were anxious that those who had passed 
away were going to miss out on any final triumphant event.2 In today’s portion of Paul’s letter, he 
explained that there was no need for worry… 
 

14 For we believe that Jesus died and rose again, and so we believe that God will bring 
with Jesus those who have fallen asleep in him. 15 According to the Lord’s word, we tell 
you that we who are still alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord, will certainly not 
precede those who have fallen asleep. 16 For the Lord himself will come down from 
heaven, with a loud command, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet call of 
God, and the dead in Christ will rise first.17 After that, we who are still alive and are left will 
be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And so we will 
be with the Lord forever.18 Therefore encourage one another with these words. 

 
1 Thessalonians 4:14-18. NIV 

 
Dr. Jay Phelan is First Covenant’s newly minted “Covenant Scholar in Residence.” Jay has 
written extensively on the topic of “Eschatology” or the part of theology concerned with the final 
events of history and the ultimate destiny of humanity. Including a book titled ”Essential 
Eschatology” published in 2013. In his book he writes this about today’s text: 
 

The image of Jesus meeting the believers “in the clouds” calls to mind the promise of the 
angel in Acts 1 and the words of Daniel 7, Mark 13 and Jesus’ assertion at his trial before 
the Jewish council that “‘you will see the Son of Man seated at the right hand of the 
Power,’ and ‘coming with the clouds of heaven’” (Mk 14:62). This is the language of 
epiphany. (or, the manifestation of a divine being) Recall that when Jesus is transfigured 
and has his conversation with Moses and Elijah “a cloud overshadowed them, and from 
the cloud there came a voice” (Mk 9:7), the voice of God. [Scholars]3 are quite right to 
argue that these are conventional ways of talking about a dramatic appearance of God 
and should not be taken with wooden literalness. This reunion in the sky is described in 
terms of the visit of a dignitary to a city. The populace, including its leaders, would go 
outside of the city to meet the visiting dignitary and accompany him back to the city.4 

 
** 
 
The “wooden literalness” reference is a very serious matter. I always bristle when someone 
hands me a book entitled something like, Raising Children God’s Way or God’s Only Way to 
Eat.  These titles practically imply, “This is what the entire Bible and the will of the Creator of all 
things for all time teaches about _____. And if you don’t do it this way, you are doing it wrong.” 
The historic Covenant Protestant tradition approaches Scripture in a very different way. In our 
tradition Christ followers are urged to learn how to handle the Bible’s content as the inspired and 
authoritative Word of God that points us to Jesus Christ and Judeo-Christian wisdom that 
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3 Replaced phrase for simplicity: “Wright and others” 
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informs how we are to live our lives rather than a technical blueprint designed to systematically 
provide answers for every question and dilemma that we face. And… 
 
• Because we bring cultural and worldview “lenses” to our reading, we are compelled to live 

the Book with great care and humility.  
 

• We explore what it means to apply the meaning of Scripture with an attitude that says: “in 
essentials, unity; in secondary matters, liberty; and in all things, charity.”  

 
• We are to never forget that there is significant time and cultural distance between the original 

authors and us. Because of that difference, we need to begin with a descriptive interpretation 
(what is it saying to its original audience) before carefully and thoughtfully moving to a 
prescriptive application for our lives.  
  

• We share Scripture in community by again, centering the hierarchy of truth on Jesus, 
considering past perspectives, and committing to mutuality. 
 

Really bad things happen with Christians forget or ignore such essential ethics, especially 
around Eschatology, the theology of the end of all things. People place stakes in the ground as if 
they know the whole mind of God on the matter, and if you do not do it their way, you are 
“unbiblical” and out. For example, billboards appeared in the Twin Cities and all across America 
in 2011, promising that May 21 would be Judgment Day.  
 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 

1. What have been your experiences, good and bad, about theological disagreements? (Personal 
sharing) 
 

2. What are your thoughts and learning about “Eschatology” and the theology of end of all things? 
(Exploring the text) 
 

3. What are ways that you practice remaining curious about the big questions and encourage one 
another across differences of opinion? (Direct application) 


